
STARDROPS   JUNE 14 -20

Theme for the next three weeks: Boundaries are advised. 

 As you read through this week's STARDROPS, a theme of protection is
emphasized.  Your mind might be concentrating upon securing your

homes, cars, family and possessions or yourself.

Within this Stardrop is also a link to the Mercury Retrograde which highlights this 
theme.

It's a good idea now to make sure people have what they need just in case anything 
unexpected should happen in local random areas near cities. 

People are talking about feeling insecure, vulnerable and in danger. People wanting 
protection and security, and willing to make deals, bargain and make big mistakes with
regards to whom to trust during dangerous times.

Try to resist buying into quick solutions from last week of June up through the first 
two weeks of July during the Lunar Eclipse peaking on the fourth.

Reply instead upon  the Solar Eclipse in Cancer power on the last 10 days of June  
peaking June 21, which brings us more helpful and long term answers.  The Solar 
Eclipse starting June 21 would be a time where everyone wins and does not have to 
give up true freedom, financial or physical security and creativity in order to find inner 
satisfaction. 

Good boundaries and re-establishing the parameter of your life is absolutely necessary 
including additional safeguards in a new way.

July 4 2020    Yet Another Lunar Eclipse. 

Please be careful, careful, careful.  Extra attention to your children, loved ones, beware 
of who's  around you, your environment, homes, what kind of food are you eating, 
where you're walking and be awake and tuned in to your own space. Increase your 
circle of protection. Keep an incredible eye on your children especially little ones. 

Try not to allow self to become emotionally upset and loose control, as you want to be 
on your toes thinking clearly throughout July 3 - 5th .



June 21        Solar Eclipse 0* Cancer inconjunct Saturn 

Security is made but hard shifts ahead in order to achieve it fully.

Beginning now and reaching a peak on July 21, 2020, an incredibly sharpened laser 
awareness assists each one of us to tune into what we need in order to maintain 
security and survival during these times. 

This will be like a new start. Many challenges are now behind
you opening the door to the next phase of 2020. 

Please take one challenge which is on your mind, one superior issue you would love to 
take care of. Without moving beyond this one challenge or shall we call it a test, or an 
initiation of some sort, you might not be able to fully invest yourself in all your other 
projects or tasks that need to also be accomplished.

This one thing will be represented by the position of Saturn at 0-1* Aquarius in an 
awkward angle to the Solar Eclipse at 0* Cancer. It demands an adjustment of your 
priorities and a shift towards the one thing rather than so many.

Because Saturn is in Aquarius- it's more than simply accomplishing something 
important, it's about moving through the process of this issue and improving upon 
each part of it – mastering it, upgrading or making it even better, efficient, fun or 
deeply meaningful and functional.  There might be a very special reason to complete 
this task or go through this process, as if you were in an amazing alchemy to create a 
deeper security for the Cancer Eclipse's needs.

Making adjustments in the way something is experienced or handled so that it is more 
positive, better than ever before, supporting something that changes you for the better 
is possible now.
Is it a psychological issue you must tackle and resolve recognizing the truth?  By 
accepting the truth and clarity within the way of looking at some  dysfunction you can 
start to address it, instead of talking yourself perpetually into just putting up with it, 
and finally have peace.  All steps taken after this change within leads to future security 
and deep happiness and peace.

Without the shift, it is as if the foundations keep crumbling with everything you try to 
build on top of this partially compromised viewpoint.

If it is a financial/physical/material thing you are struggling with, the same process as 
above will be required... a replica of the above description but a very physical practical 



thing you're doing. Here's a silly and small example.  While finishing my last two 
rooms' wood floors, the mess of fir wood flooring had one section of  boards laid down 
in the wrong direction, ( sideways ). We had originally decided to just sand it all as is 
and just say it's the character of the house. I just wanted it done. 

Instead, as we approach the power of this Solar Eclipse, somehow, it all evolved into 
taking the extra time to rip up all the boards which are laid wrong  and replaced with 
new fir all laid in the same correct directions as the rest before sanding. Simple but just
one more thing. That would be like a Saturn in Aquarius inconjunct the Cancer 
( home ) Solar Eclipse.

Take any one of your challenges and you could find yourself being tested to go through 
a  more time consuming path that your other self would have put up with in the past.  
See, you're changing. ( I'm changing!)

All inconjuncts have secret lessons of inner soul growth residing within. It is worth it. 
Because this Saturn in Aquarius is pulling us up higher to shift and change in our 
method and detail of accepting a better way even if it is more work, and because it is 
inconjunct the Solar Eclipse in Cancer, ( the laser focus upon our deeper feeling of 
security and completeness ) it means this Cancer eclipse will be deeply satisfied within 
your own world for a long time to come because of this more detailed effort you put in 
to something now. 

The concentration of this task and possibly others related to this one supreme thing 
could carry on throughout the next five months in smaller yet related ways, until the 
next Solar Eclipse.

June 14    Sun at 24* Gemini inconjunct Pluto at 24* Capricorn 
  A frustrating day for some. Potentially sensing a disconnect from ones' normal 
creative productivity. Just take it easy and take care of the tasks one would normally 
not handle because of being too busy. Let's get them out of the way.

June 16   Sun inconjunct Jupiter at 25* Capricorn  Some inconveniences 
and distractions can occur today. Along with June 14 frustration, this day might cause 
disruptions to your schedule. If you need to cut through and concentrate, put yourself 
in a place where no one can find you and shut off the phone! Try to stay out of 
polarizing discussions. 

June 17 - 19    Mars at 24* Pisces sextile Pluto   A powerful cycle of planning,
discussion, coordinating schedules and receiving and giving lots of help. It will usually 
be a bit of a strenuous task you might be involved in with another but now is the time 
to really move on it and make this  day happen!



June 19   Sun conjoin Node    Your mind might be focused upon your budget, 
finances, others' money and yours and others' possessions and what can bring 
happiness to others. You are in tune as usual with what is the best  way, the best 
activity and people to connect with during this time.  A prosperous business and 
personal decision making day. Very motivated!

June 20  Mars 25* in Pisces sextile Jupiter in  Capricorn  
An amazingly energetically constructive time with much cooperation, efficiency and 
support between you and others. Ethical positive attitudes are involved. People are 
basically honorable and cooperative. There is a helpful spirit in the air infecting 
everyone.   It is a happy productive time shared with key people who are compatible 
with your own tasks and you with theirs at this time. People connect and things should 
go fairly well. 
Progress is made in the global national issues with Mars ( military, police, special 
agents ) effectively solving serious cultural problems. 

MERCURY RETROGRADE IN CANCER – JUNE 17 – 18 
Check out the full article HERE

With the emphasis upon the Lunar Eclipse in Capricorn/Cancer, the Solar Eclipse in 
Cancer, and the Mercury retro in Cancer, you can see we have a strong theme going on 
here to create your own Bubble of Reality and Circle of Fire. How could you strengthen
your filters of life in order to invest more into what kind of environment, lifestyle and 
activities nurture your own soul, while resisting those projected upon you by others 
and the world?  How do we strengthen and are about this yet still interact with those 
who might not share exactly the same reality?  More about this amazing theme, later! 
Promise.

See you next time,
Christine
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